MacleodBradley Hair Salon is situated in the heart of West Didsbury, Manchester, on Lapwing Lane. Led
by owner, Helen Bradley, the team offer a full range services and cater for both male & female clients.
At MacleodBradley, we believe in creating a total ‘experience’ for our guests and we concentrate on
making the entire visit to the salon, from booking the appointment to leaving transformed, a fantastic
experience. If your appointment is early in the day, we can arrange a fresh breakfast, delivered directly
to your styling station. If you need to catch up on your emails or prep for a meeting, we have Wi-Fi
available in the salon. We’re also aware that sometimes you may not have the time to have a full
pamper, but still want to look uber-glamorous, so we’ve introduced a Blow Dry Bar – a new look in just
30 minutes!
Ensuring that the salon is at the forefront of creative styling and trends, we are often competing for
prestigious awards on a national basis, and can be found in the Good Salon Guide as a five star salon.
We have been previous winners of the Scwarzkopf Colour Creative Team Awards and the overall
Creative Team Award for the North. Our stylists are also regularly in demand for fashion shoots. We
ensure that our whole team is trained in all aspects of styling, cutting & colouring so that the experience
you receive is always the very best. We can also offer a full make-over service on a Saturday, with our
make up artisit, Samantha Metcalfe…
We are confident that every guest will leave our boutique salon feeling luxuriously pampered, refreshed
and reinvigorated, because we’re…

Receive 25% off the prices below for 129didsbury guests:

OPEN
MON-TUE 9.00am - 6.00pm
WED-FRI 9.00 - 8.00pm
SAT 9.00 - 5.00pm
39 Lapwing Lane, West Didsbury, Manchester, M20 2NT | 0161 44 88 55 4
info@macleodbradley.co.uk | www.macleodbradley.co.uk

